
Single Line Arch: - A single arch of helium filled 

balloons with ribbon, weighted at each end, decorated 

with a colour co-ordinated bow.  This will create a strong 

statement and big impact. 

  

 

 

 

Double Bubble Table or Floor Standing Bouquets: - 

with combinations of your chosen colours each balloon 

containing another balloon inside, just giving that extra 

‘wow factor’.  

   

Stacked and Staggered Bouquets:- Stacked and 

staggered bouquets provide an easy, attractive way to 

displaying balloons, either floor or table standing. 

However, with a little imagination, once the balloons are 

arranged, they can be tied to gifts, chairs, railings or 
other weights for impactful deliveries and decorations. 

  

 

 

   

Helium-filled Arches:-  A popular element of Classic 

balloon décor; allowing you to fill large spaces in a 

dramatic fashion.  No other form of decorating delivers 

such tremendous visual impact. 

   

   

3 Cloud Nines with Joined with Material: -  A cluster 

of nine balloons in each cloud, three clouds in total.  They 

are attached to a monofilament line that is attached to an 

anchor that is covered with a large bow.  Each set of 

clustered balloons are joined with soft materials draping 

from one to another creating the three ethereal, 
delightful fantasy cloud. 

  
 



 

   

Columns: - Made from four-balloon clusters make a 

bold, dramatic statement.  With limitless design 

possibilities they’re one element of Classic balloon décor 

that fills large spaces with big impact.  

  

Table Centre Pieces: - Made from series of colour co-

ordinated balloons in a stairs way affect. These provide 

an existing alternative to table top bouquets.  

 

Air or Helium filled Balloon Garland:- This major building block of classic balloon décor offers limitless design.  

The simplicity and flexibility of balloon garlands allows you to easily transform any space for any event. 

Swirl Hearts: -   Creating ethereal beauty, high drama, or delightful whimsy with versatile Swirl Hearts. Swirl 
Hearts can be customized to fulfil any customer’s needs. 

Topiaries:- Floor standing Décor, with a combination of your chosen colours in a cluster of balloons at the top 

and a cluster  of smaller balloons at the bottom, added ribbon and fabric to provide that extra effect, made on a 
pedestal; this versatile design can set a lovely theme for any event. 

Topiaries:- Table Décor, with a combination of your chosen colours in a cluster of balloons at the top and a 

cluster  of smaller balloons at the bottom, added ribbon and fabric to provide that extra effect, made on a pedestal; 
this versatile design can set a beautiful theme on any table décor 

 

 

 
 

 
 

www.balloonrush.com 

sales@balloonrush.com 
 

Just contact us for details. 
(305) 420-5953 
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